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President’s Message
Warm greetings CIRPA Members!

With June here, the Local Arrangements and Program Com-
mittees for this October’s conference in Halifax are working 
hard to bring you a great professional development experi-
ence. Thanks to these committees for their hard work to date 
and for the CIRPA members who have submitted proposals. 
We appreciate your contribution. More conference details are 
available in this newsletter and on our website. Also within 
this newsletter is the opportunity to look at Neil Chakraborty’s 
crystal ball and see the future of institutional research. Thanks 
Neil for raising some interesting points!

June is also election time. Our Board will have a new Presi-
dent, Vice-President, Treasurer and Members–at– Large this 
year. We have also started a renewal of our Strategic Plan 
2010-2015 and your input will be involved over the next year 
with our target being a new plan for you at the 2016 Annual 
General Meeting. In this newsletter, you can read more about 
Stephanie McKeown, currently a Member–at–Large on the 
CIRPA Board. Thanks for the article Stephanie!

I would also like to take this opportunity to remind you of 
our CIRPA awards and to encourage you to participate. You 
will have received messages about the Outstanding Service 
Award and the Best Practice Award. The Outstanding Service 
Award recognizes members who contribute through their 
work on the Board. These members have made CIRPA what 
it is today—a strong national community of institutional 
researchers and planners. We feel it is important to recognize 
their contributions, so if you know of someone who you feel 
deserves such recognition, please nominate them! The Best 
Practice Award recognizes strong, unique and/or cutting 
edge practice at an institution. If your institution is doing 
something out–of–the–ordinary, please consider submitting 
an application. If you know of an institution that has a “best 
practice”, encourage them to submit an application or let me 
know (sshultz74@gmail.com) and I will contact them.

Enjoy your summer and I hope to see you in Halifax in 
October.

Sharon Schultz, President
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2015 CIRPA Conference in Halifax, Nova Scotia
At the Helm: The Role of Institutional Research and Planning in a Changing 

Post-Secondary Education Environment

The Canadian Institutional Research and Planning Association (CIRPA-ACPRI) is hosting its 24th annual 
conference in Halifax, Nova Scotia on October 25 to 27, 2015. Conference Co–Chairs, Aimee Lyons and Yuqin 
Gong cordially invite you to come to Canada’s Ocean Playground to share and learn!

   Aimee Lyons                                                                      Yuqin Gong, PhD
            2015 CIRPA Local Arrangements Chair                                  2015 CIRPA Program Chair

Explore Halifax!

The authentic East Coast experience—Here you can satisfy your taste for adventure, entertainment and cui-
sine. Enjoy exploring the historic downtown or take in the iconic coastline of the Halifax region . . . from the 
natural beauty of Peggy’s Cove to the pristine beaches of the Eastern Shore. 

Come and discover what visitors have known for centuries—Halifax is a city you will not soon forget.

Accomodations 

The Prince George Hotel in the heart of downtown Halifax. Stay on property and make dinner reservations 
at Gio restaurant, rated one of “Canada’s best restaurants” or enjoy relaxing on their patios. The downtown 
location puts you in the center of it all with access to shopping, night life, galleries, theatres, museums, pub-
lic gardens and walking distance to the waterfront.

For more information visit:

Destination Halifax

http://www.cirpa-acpri.ca
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/CIRPA-ACPRI-Canadian-Institutional-Research-4083906?gid=4083906&mostPopular=&trk=tyah&trkInfo=tarId%3A1422733907571%2Ctas%3Acirpa%2Cidx%3A3-1-9
mailto:amacdona@stfx.ca
mailto:ygong@upei.ca
http://www.princegeorgehotel.com/accommodations.php/
http://www.winstormdp.com/eMercial/view/html5/index.php?client=destHalifax&projectName=HTML5Demo&emercialID=468&preview=yes&recipient=NA
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Getting to Know 
the CIRPA Board:
Stephanie McKeown, 
Member–at-Large
(UBC, Okanagan Campus)

I love the people I work with and the accomplishments that 
we have achieved together.  I feel fortunate to work with staff 
and faculty members who come from a variety of professional 
backgrounds, and who are passionate about working togeth-
er to further enhance our university community.  As is true for 
many IR offices, our work varies greatly throughout the year, 
which I feel makes our jobs quite exciting!  

Q2: What is the best advice you have received or given 
about working in Institutional Research/Planning? 

The best advice I’ve ever received is to say ‘no’ or ‘not at this 
time,’ and to understand the boundaries of what I’m able to 
achieve in a given timeline with the resources available. This 
is very difficult to achieve, particularly in our careers where 
we get asked to participate in many different projects across 
the institution and sector, which are all very interesting and 
important.  In our unit, we have identified a strategic vision 
and goals that we use to help prioritize incoming requests.  
Essentially, the advice to share is that it’s okay to set clear 
boundaries and stick to them as much as possible, as well as 
do fewer things and do them well.  Although, I’m the first to 
admit it is easier said than done!

Q3: What has been your most positive experience with 
CIRPA?  

My first CIRPA conference was in Regina in 2013, where I 
found the quality of the conference sessions to be excellent 
and I really enjoyed meeting and speaking with new col-
leagues.  I was fortunate to sit on the Executive Board this past 
year as a Member–at–Large and I have thoroughly enjoyed 
learning about the planning that goes in to our annual confer-
ences and for the future of this association.  I suppose my 
most positive experience has been able to engage with such 
dedicated individuals, who are dedicated to their institutions, 
the profession of institutional research and planning, and to 
building and enhancing our national presence.  

Q4: How would you explain what you do for a living to 
someone who is not familiar with Institutional Research/
Planning?  

I have worked in institutional research for over 20 years and I still 
don’t know how to describe what I do for a living.  When asked, 
I tend to lean towards describing our role as using research and 
analysis to achieve three main goals: to support campus–wide 
planning, to strengthen student learning, and to promote a better 
understanding of the nature and quality of education at our cam-
pus.  This is when my family members’ eyes glaze over!

Beyond Counting Data: It’s How 
We Interpret Data that Counts   
by Stephanie McKeown, MA, PhD
Director—Okanagan Planning and Institutional Research                
(UBC, Okanagan Campus)

“Creating knowledge involves much more than sharing data.”       
– Earl & Fullen, 2003
One of the more common phrases that I heard at the 2014 
CIRPA conference was, “evidence–based decision–making,” 
which was followed by discussions about how we, as insti-
tutional researchers, can best support this type of decision-
making process.  In a similar vein, the 2013 spring issue of 
New Directions for Institutional Research focused on the 
complexities of decision–making in a more global higher edu-
cation landscape, and argued that institutional researchers 
are in unique positions to assist efforts in responding to the 
challenges faced by our institutions.  The authors in that issue 
suggested that the demand for basic reporting and ‘num-
ber crunching’ from offices of institutional research is being 
reduced, and instead there is a greater emphasis on providing 
support to the process of strategic thinking in higher educa-
tion.  But these conversations have left me wondering about 
the term, “evidence–based decision–making,” as well as its 
practical implications for institutional researchers.  

I recently encountered a definition of the term in a medical ar-
ticle on evidence–based medicine, which described the basic 
concept of “evidence–based decision–making” as decisions 
that are grounded in a synthesis of both internal and external 
evidence (Porzsolt et al., 2003).  These authors acknowledged 
that there are many different sources of internal evidence, 
including the knowledge we acquire through formal educa-
tion and training, the general experience we accumulate in 
our day–to–day work, and the specific experience gained 
from working with our colleagues and senior administrators.  
Conversely, external evidence is collected and determined 
through research.  Thus, what defines a decision as “evidence–
based” is the explicit use of valid external evidence combined 
with internal evidence (Porzsolt et al., 2003). 

The term ‘valid’ in connection with external evidence made 
me pause a moment.  How do we know if the evidence is 
valid?  In its contemporary use, validity theory is focused on 
the interpretations or conclusions drawn from the outcomes 
rather than determining that the actual data (or measures) are 
valid (Borden & Young, 2008; Zumbo, 1998).  Measurement 
validation involves a process of first interpreting and creating 
meaning from the data, followed by translating the data into 
relevant information, and finally, translating that information 
into knowledge in a timely manner that can be used to inform 
planning, decisions or actions (Ercikan & Barclay McKeown, 
2007).  In very basic terms, when researchers are interested in 
a particular phenomenon, they may wish to observe and mea-
sure that phenomenon. In the context of institutional research 
we need to be concerned with whether we have confidence in 
the inferences made and conclusions drawn from our findings 

Q1: What do you love most about 
your job? 

http://www.cirpa-acpri.ca
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that will be used to guide and inform high stakes discussions 
and decisions appropriately.

Over the last two decades there has been a renewed discus-
sion about the overall theory of validity and the process of 
validation as an exercise in establishing evidence to support 
inferences made based on findings, rather than considering 
a proliferation of types of validity evidence (Zumbo, 1998, 
2007). The Standards for Educational and Psychological 
Testing (American Educational Research Association [AERA], 
American Psychology Association [APA], National Council on 
Measurement in Education [NCME], 1999) state that validity 
has to do with an investigation of threats and biases that can 
weaken the meaningfulness of the research. Thus, the valida-
tion process involves asking questions that may threaten the 
conclusions drawn and inferences made from the findings, to 
consider alternate answers, and to support the claims made 
through the integration of validity evidence, including values 
and consequences, within a unified framework. This modern 
approach to validity signifies validation as an ongoing process 
because new knowledge and understanding can influence 
interpretations of the findings, and may identify the need for 
more evidence to support such interpretations (Kane, 2006).

More recently, Kane (2013) further described the argument-
based approach to validation that is focused on the plausibil-
ity of the conclusions drawn from research findings. From this 
perspective, Kane (2013) offered eight principles regarding 
the validation process that should be considered in provid-
ing validity evidence that goes beyond making interpreta-
tions.  Using these principles, he outlines that the process of 
validation should include an examination of how well the 
evidence supports the claims being made from the evidence 
used, the types of decisions that will be made based on the 
interpretations, and a consideration of the potential nega-
tive consequences as a result of these interpretations or 
conclusions. Thus, the process for determining valid external 
evidence does not begin once the measure or evaluation has 
been administered and data have been collected, but rather 
the process of validation continues throughout all stages 
of the measurement or research study. All inferences about 
observations collected during the research process must be 
related back to, and derive their validity from, the conditions 
and contexts in which the observations occurred, including 
design, administration, analysis, and reporting. 

I believe that this is where we come in: institutional research-
ers are well-positioned to be the interpreters at our institu-
tions with an increased focus on the plausibility of the conclu-
sions drawn from the evidence.  Competing demands on 
existing resources have led senior leaders at our universities, 
colleges and institutes to rely more heavily on evidence to in-
form their decisions and proposed solutions or actions (Taylor, 
Webber & Jacobs, 2013).  Today we are inundated with data, 
and learning to make valid interpretations of these data and 
findings is a complex process.  There seems to be an implicit 
assumption that our senior administrators are data literate, yet 

research suggests otherwise (Fullen, 2001; Earl & Fullen, 2003; 
Earl & Katz, 2008).  When interviewed about using data to 
inform their decision-making process in schools, many senior 
administrators acknowledged that they struggled in under-
standing the vast amount of data put before them.  Although 
some felt comfortable with making sense of the data, many 
others admitted feeling anxious with their ability to interpret 
data well enough to translate them into useable knowledge.  
As Earl and Fullen (2003) argued, using data wisely for sup-
porting decisions in schools involves more than sharing the 
numbers with administrators.  It involves a process of inter-
pretation, which involves asking questions that may threaten 
the conclusions drawn, and interpreting the evidence within 
context to create appropriate and valid meaning (Earl & Ful-
len, 2003).   
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by Neil Chakraborty 
(University of Toronto Scarborough)

As the Institutional research discipline in Canada reflects 
on a few top trends that might affect how it will play out in 
future, big data and analytics come to the mind. Specula-
tion on the future of IR is indeed a fascinating exercise and 
will not be complete without foreseeing the implication 
of big data and analytics. As recent reports in McKinsey 
suggests, the amount of data collected in organizations 
has exploded in exponential rates, as well as the analysis of 
large data sets or ‘big data’ , and the ability to make sense 
and derive insights from these sources will become a key 
competitive advantage, resulting in growth and innova-
tion. Higher education institutions are no different – they 
have been collecting more data than ever before on a 
variety of student and institutional measures. What will 
that mean for IR staff and researchers? There are at least a 
couple of key areas where volume, variety, and velocity of 
the data will have a substantial impact on the field. 

First and forecast, we are likely to witness more and more 
universities and colleges moving to visual dashboards and 
analytics tools that monitor on a real-time basis ongo-
ing KPIs such as enrollment, accreditation, effectiveness, 
research, and financial metrics. Some of these applications 
will utilize advanced algorithms, machine learning, and 
predictive models to drive strategic outcomes like student 
success and engagement. The analytics behind the data 
have the power to revolutionize student achievement, 
help instructors better connect with the students, and 
boost enrolment and learning. 

Secondly, the eventual reality of being dependent and reli-
ant on more varieties of structured and unstructureddata 
will entail new challenges in terms of upgrading skills and 
hiring those people who have appropriate large dataset 
analysis skills. As educational institutions invest in user 
friendly analytical tools, gaining expertise in those applica-
tions will be critical. At times, organizations might want 
their IR staff to be invested in those applications but at 

the core of all the competencies is the ability to use data, 
statistical analyses, or predictive modeling to harness 
unique insights. IR individuals would be expected to don 
the hat of ‘data scientists’ and run statistical and probabilis-
tic models, to the extent of mining and gleaning insights 
from unstructured data like that of social media. 

Despite the hype and hoopla over the new age big data 
and other tools, institutions have some way to go before 
we witness universal adaption of analytics across the 
length and breadth of Institutional Research. We can rest 
easy for now while we still debate efficacy and utility of 
analytics in IR. Sooner or later we might have to join the 
bandwagon, so the earlier we start thinking about it the 
better. Undisputedly, this has the potential to free the 
institutional researchers from mere data collection and 
reporting unit to more of strategic consultants providing 
actionable analyses and advice to the education commu-
nity.

Submit your article for the next CIRPA Newsletter
Article submission deadline is November 30, 2015 for the February 2016 publication. 

Contact cirpa.editors@gmail.com.
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